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John Smith, Esq., 'Chatsworth', Melton Road, Leamington.
The implication seems to be: living in the house that sensible
people call 164 Melton Road, but one fool likes to call Chats-
worth.
How is it that during the year in which that scheme has been, so to
speak, 'in the pillory*, no alternative has, at any rate, been made
public ?—Times.
Every metaphor ought to be treated as a quotation, if in the
pillory is to be. Here, moreover, quotation-marks are a practical
tautology, after so to speak.
Robert Brown and William Marshall, convicted of robbery with
violence, were sentenced respectively to five years' penal servitude and
eighteen strokes with the 'cat', and seven years' penal servitude.—
Times.
There is by this time no danger whatever of confusion with the
cat of one tail.
. . . not forgetful of how soon 'things Japanese' would be things of
the past for her.—sladen.
This may be called the propitiatory use, analogous in print to
the tentative air with which, in conversation, the Englishman
not sure of his pronunciation offers a French word. So trifling
a phrase is not worth using at the cost of quotation-marks. If
it could pass without, well and good.
So that the prince and I were able to avoid that 'familiarity that
breeds contempt' by keeping up our own separate establishments.—
CORELLI.
. . . the Rector, lineal representative of the ancient monarchs of the
University, though now, little more than a 'king of shreds and patches'.
—HUXLEY.
We agree pretty well in our tastes and habits—yet so, as 'with a
difference'.—lamb .
With a difference (Ophelia: O, you must wear your rue with
.a difference) might escape notice as a quotation if attention
were not drawn to it. A reader fit to appreciate Lamb, how-
ever, could scarcely fail to be sufficiently warned by the odd
turn of the preceding words.

